They are all called ships
a boat that transports
people or vehicles
across the water on a
regular schedule
f

a strong boat
designed to
rescue
people
l

a ship that
carries tons of
oil

an old and
destroyed ship

an expensive and
luxurious ship for
cruising

t

w

y

Arrange the following words in alphabetical order. Do you know the German
words?
vehicle, rocket, speed limit, injury, bridge, overtake, number plate,

Find the corresponding words
place

means of transport
p
h

activity

job

fly

station

f
l
…………………

captain
s…………

Wheel wordsearch
1- kind of van which takes people to
hospital
2- ship which takes people and cars to
an island and back
3- when two cars collide there is an….
4- special ship which rescues ships in a
storm
5- person walking on the pavement
6- It protects your head.
7- When you dial 999 in England there
is an e………
8- a wheeled vehicle with small wheels
and a low-powered gasoline engine
9- a large truck designed to carry heavy
loads
10- station where transport vehicles load
or unload passengers or goods

Can you draw a picture with all these things? Label your picture.
traffic lights, coach, zebra crossing, car, number plate, pavement, van, bicycle

They are all called ships
ferry

lorry

tanker

wreck

yacht

Arrange the following words in alphabetical order. Do you know the German
words?
vehicle, rocket, speed limit, injury, bridge, overtake, number plate,

Find the corresponding words
place
airport

means of transport
plane
helicopter

station

train

harbour

ferry
lifeboat
ein beliebiges

activity

job
pilot

fly
travel by rail, go by..
get on/off, leave,
arrive
cruise, transport,
rescue,….
swim

engine driver

captain
sailor…………

Wheel wordsearch
11- kind of van which takes people to
hospital ambulance
12- ship which takes people and cars to
an island and back ferry
13- when two cars collide there is an
accident….
14- special ship which rescues ships in a
storm lifeboat
15- person walking on the pavement
pedestrian
16- It protects your head.helmet
17- When you dial 999 in England there
is an emergency
18- a wheeled vehicle with small wheels
and a low-powered gasoline engine
scooter
19- a large truck designed to carry heavy
loads lorry
20- station where transport vehicles load
or unload passengers or goods
terminal

Can you draw a picture with all these things? Label your picture.
traffic lights, coach, zebra crossing, car, number plate, pavement, van, bicycle

